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The following paper is an attempt to present a method in numbet 
which shall be both logical and psychological. The prevailing number 
"fads" all claim a psychological basis and development, but each of 
these methods selects one of the three mental acts involved in all 
number ideas as the principal act and subordinates the other two.
The "ratio fad" selects the relational element. The "observation 
method" selects the synthetic act. The "analytic method" selects the 
analytic act. The truth is that the three mental acts are coordinate. 
The following discussion has for its basis Dewey's Psychology of Num­
ber, Brooks Philosophy of Arithmetic, Newby's science of Number, 
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METHOD IN NUMBER.
The mere fact that many oh .ire to exist or that these objects 
are presented to the mind through sense-y ercep t ion does not account 
for a consciousness of number. Many objects arc observed by the 
eye,many different sounds recognized by the ear,many sensations ex- 
perienoed by the sense of touch,but the idea of number may not be 
I in consciousness. Five objects may be placed before the child in
order to interest him and still the idea five be unknown to him.
The perception of individual objects aids the mind in conceiving nu­
merical ideas but the bare perception of them does not constitute 
number.
In order that the idea of number may arise in consciousness
the object £ x-< Lved muBt be oomx&red and related in a certain way#
%In conceiving the numerical idea in a definite group of objects,the 
individuals are cornyared as to their separate unity and also as to 
their collective unity. 'for example, in the conception of four ob­
jects as four, the mind recognizes the four distinct individuals 
and at the same time the one unity made up of four things. in
this mental act,- as in all acts of knowing - there is present the
element of .analysis followed by synthesis. ihese acts may be
greatly assisted by the choice of objects. in teaching the idea 
four,the four objects used should have greater likeness than differ­
ences, since the separate \mities may be marked by special differen-v
ces. If the differences are great or than the likeness,it is more 
difficult to think the objects as one unity. The princip.le, "only 
like units can be thought together,"should be recognized in the 
first stages.of number development.
'
In the process of analysis,two errors are common. One 
fails to analyze sufficiently. it assumes that “concrete objects 
before the senses must produce concrete knowledge "in the mind."
If five objects are before the child's eyes,he must of necessity 
have the idea five. This is known as the“observation method". ‘
The other error is in carrying the analysis too far. It makes an* 
alysis an end instead of a means. It follows the formula”first, 
the definite particu?second,the interconnections;third,the organ­
ic whole". By this method,the child is forced into a phase of 
thinking beyond his capacity. The attempt is made to give him def­
inite ideas when he is capable of only vague ideas. To assume 
that the child must know "all that, can be done with the number five" 
before he can think six is to disregard his natural mental develop­
ment. Just as the child's concept horse is corrected by a knowl­
edge of other animals,so is his concept five corrected and enriched
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by a vague knowledge of six. Again,this method attempts to teach 
all the process simultaneously and thus disregards one process as
ff
the logical development of another. Since this method crosses the 
natural developmentof the child and the logieal development of the 
subject,the work must of necessity degenerate into mechanical drill.
Following the act of analysis in a numerical conception is 
the synthetic act. By this act of mind the separate individuals 
found by analysis are put together and held in consciousness as a 
unity composed of separate parts. If the child has three objects 
before him,he must hold in mind the three ones and see therjas a uni­
ty, in order to think three.
The stress of life put of which number grows is the necess­
ity for measurement in otfder to make an indefinite magnitude a def­
inite quantity. In order to do this,the vague magnitude must be 
measured by a known magnitude of the same kind. For example,if ths 
length of a roam is to be determined ,it must be broken uq into 
known units of length. This is done by a,plying a known unit of 
length to the vague length and noting the times of repetition r.ecess- 
ar^fco measure it,or observing the "how many" known units in the 
vague length. The process of measurement gives rise to the idea 
of number. '
Number may be defined,then,as the ratio of one quantity to 
another of the same kind tak^n as a standard;or it may be defined 
as a unit or group of like units thought together. According to 
the first definition,the emphasis of attention is given to the times
of reptition of the measuring unit,while the second emphasises the
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the aggregate of the whole as made up of like known parts. The con­
ception of measuring unite and times of repetition is inseparable 
from number as .expressing the numerical value of a quantity. The
conception/of ten dollars may be obtained by thinking one dollar as 
repeated ten times,or by thinking ten dollars as a whole of ten 
parts taken one time. The numerical process and the numerical val­
ue are the same in each act,the difference being only a difference 
of emphfesis. Humber as showing "how much" ofl a measured quantity 
represents the quantity as an aggregation of known parts,or units, 
which equal the whole,while number as "how many" rep. re sent s the times 
of repetition of a known unit necessary to equal or measure a given 
whole. In every problem requiring measurement both elements are 
involved.
The "ratio method" centers the attention upon the "how many" 
in all measurements and makes it the controlling idea in all number 
processes. It disregards the fact that the child in his elementa­
ry number work is not naturally conscious of the ratio of measured 
quantity to the measuring unit. He sees ratio together with the 
measuring unit,the two thought together. This method attempts to 
make explicit from the beginning the ratio idea,and in attempting 
to do this forces the child to a phase of thinking beyond his ca­
pacity. He sees number as ratio only after much experience in num­
ber work.
rrom the nature and origin of number it is seen there are
three factors involved in' the process of measurement,the whole,or 
unity,the unit of measurement,and the number,showing the relation 
of the whole to the unit of measurement. A change in the nature 
of these factors gives rise to the different number processes.
In the first stage of number work,the ’/hole is vague and the 
unit of measurement is a known individual object or quantity.
| With the child's knowledge-of "ones" as a basis,he proceeds to deter­
mine the number of ones in familiar groups or wholes around him. 
Example;the number of quqils in his row,the number of boys in his
class,the number of steps in the length of the room. Continue the
■
work until the pupil can readily count objects from one to ten. By 
this means he gets a vague idea of numbers from one to ten,and this 
vague knowledge is the basis for the succeeding step.
The work of the succeeding stage is to correct and enrich 
the vague ideas already obtained. This is done by a process of 
analysis and recombination. The pupil has been thinking three as 
three ones only,but by separation and recombination he is able to 
see three as two and one. By the process of analysis and recombi­
nation, a group of four objects of of four units of measurement is
seen as throe and one,and as two an two. The vague ideas of num- • .
bars from one to terjnay be made less vague by analyzing the whole 
into its elements and recombining into a new whole. In the process 
of aid!- ion,the whole is vague,and the parts are definite(being meas­
ured by a known individual unit ). The result of t|ie operation
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m e t  be to make the whole or eura definite. The stress of attention 
is x.laced on the whole or sum which is se-n as a unity eoraxosed of
known p arts or addends.
In the process of subtraction,the whole,or sum, is definite 
and one of the parts is known,while the other part is vague. By 
analyzing the whole ,the other part becomes definite. Subtraction 
differs from addition in that the stress of attention in addition 
is on the sum,while in subtraction it is on the parts or addends.
AsQyIn each the individual thing or quantity,thought as one whole,the 
unit of measurement.
■In finding the differentcombinations in the numbers from 
one to ten,the whole or sum was separated into only two parts but 
a need arises for a separation into more than two parts. For,exam­
ple, A boy had a certain amount of money. He spent four cents for 
a top,three cents for a pencil,and had five cents left,how many 
cents had he at first? Many practical problems should be gifeen
involving addition with three or more addends,changing from the va­
riable addend to the constant addend. Lead the pupil by means of 
these to see the relation of addition and multiplication. In the 
problem 2 cents plus 2 cents plus 2 cents plus 2 cents plus 2 cents
equals 10 cents,the pupil reaches the result by a process of addi­
tion; but after the result is reached ,he must rethink ten as compos­
ed of five twos. In like manner ,new meaning is put into the for­
mer conception of the numbers 4,6,8,1,and 10 In multiilocation
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tho emphasis of attention is placed up on the size oi the measuring 
unit and its times of repetition in order to equal the whole. Th< 
unit of measurement has changed from the single unit to a group of 
single units. In multiplication,as in addition,a vague whole is 
made definite.
Division is the correlate of multiplication and is a process 
of continuous subtraction using the same subtrahend. Prepare the 
T,upii for division by giving him practical problems in continuous 
subtraction with a variable subtrahend;as,John had 10 cents.He spent 
S cents for a pencil, 2 cents for candy,4 cents for a top,and 1 cent 
for a marble,how many cents had he after each purchase? Use the
same p.rocess with a constant subtrahend;as,John had 10 cents.He 
spent 2 cents for a pencil, 2 cents for candy,2 cents for a top,2
cents for marbles,and 2 cents for a ball;how many cents had he left?
. How many purchases did he make? In the last process fix the atten­
tion upon the times of spending 2 cents. By this means new meaning
is put into the conception ten in that it can be made into five 
twos. The pupil should be led to see that multiplication and divi 
sion differ only in the known factors. In division the whole and 
the measuring unit is definite,while the times of repetition is
vague,and the conscious test for division is continuous subtrac­
tion with the same subtrahend.
The ideas of l/2,l/3,l/4,end l/5 are implicit in the divi­
sion process with numbers to 10,and should be made explicit at this
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stage of the work. The pupil should he led to see that the idea 
1 /o ls not only one of two equal ..arts of one orange,or one ap.le, 
hut one of two equal parts of any unity; as, 8 apples, 4 feet,or 6 gal­
lons. The fractional idea represents the ratio of the unit of 
measurement to the measured whole. What before was implicit in 
all the number processes has become explicit.
The conscious recognition of the ratio of the unit of meas­
urement to the measured whole gives rise to the phase of division 
called partition. it differs from the other elementary processes 
in that the unit of measurement is unknown. Before a Known quan­
tity can ho separated into equal parts it must have a unit of meas­
urement. lor example,wight apples are divided equally among four 
pupils;how many apples does each pupil receive? The terms given 
are eight apples and four pupils. In order to p. erform the act of 
division,each pupil must he given one apple,and the procers repeat­
ed until the apples are divided or the number left is smaller than 
the number of pupils. By performing the process of division,the 
pu,11 soon realizes the fact that the measuring unit is not four 
boys but four apples,and that the times of repetition of the raeas-
I
uring unit is the number of apples given to each boy. He sees 
that four apples taken twice,is the same as two apples taken four 
times. if the p.Up.il thinks the division process,this phase of the
work will not he confusing to him. In the above problem,he read-
n.
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ily Bees that it requires four aqqles to give one to each quqil and 
that each q.u^il will receive as qmny aqq. les as there are four aq- 
qles in eight aqqles. •
The qvgil advances from the elementary q.recesses involved 
in numbers from one to ten to the name ^recesses involved in numbers 
from ten to twenty. In advancing from two to ten he found a grow­
ing difficulty in thinking the individuals as a whole,and more time 
was required to count them. A need is felt for "economy of effort ,' 
which gives rise to grouq. ing of objects into grouq.s of ten each*
The ten obiects composing the grouq are thought of as one unity. 
Eleven is seen as one grouq of ten objects and one object; eleven 
cents is seen as one dime and one cent; sixteen,as one ten grouq 
and six objects;twenty,as two ten grouqs. The different combina­
tions of addition and subtraction can be easily seen by taking ob­
jects from, the groig of ten and quitting them with the seqarate indi­
viduals. After twenty is reached ,the advance to one hundred is 
only a reqetition of the q reeeeding qrocess. The combinations'in 
multiqlication and division should follow the same qrinciqles as
set forth in the work with numbers below ten.
The numbers from PC to 100 should, be thought of as composed 
of two grouqs of units,the ten unit grou_ and the single unit.
Give exercise in finding the sum of 2 ten dollars,6 dollars,and 7 
dollars; $353. and ; #45 and $7; §66 and $12; #78 and #°; #84 and #7. 
Each qroblem should be analyzed into its unit grouqs.
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The advance is made from problems involving a single process 
to those involving two or more processes with units of measurement 
of the same kind as the quantities measured. Example:(l.) James 
had 3 ots.and his father gave him Gets.,after spending 10 ets.,how 
many .cents had he left? (3) Three groups ‘of pennies containing 
8 pennies each,were made into four equal groups,how many pennies in 
each groux? After much drill in miscellaneous exercises illustra­
ted above,the unit of measurement of a different hind from the 
quantities measured may be introduced. Example,A farmer exchang­
ed 4 dozen of eggs for coffee. A common unit of aneasurraent diffep- 
ent from either the eggs or the coffee is necessary. This common 
unit is the value of a limited amount of each. If the eggs are 
valued at 10 cents a dozen,and the coffee at SO cents a pound,the 
eggs and the coffee are related by means of the common unit,cents. 
The equivalent of one can be expressed in terras of the other.
Many practical problems involving this unit of measurement should 
be given the pupil,since it frees him from his limitation to par- 
ticualr units of measurement and gives him the Key to the business 
; world.
The logical and psychological order of development is 
from idea to name,and from name to symbol. The symbol three rep­
resents- three units of measurement whether of individual things or 
groups of things;as,three inches,three two inches,or three tens.
The pupil thinks three tens and five units as one group of three -
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ten*? and one group of five individuals; and a shorter expression 
would he 35,the mere position of the symbol indicating the charac­
ter of the unit. Drill should he given in the shorter expression 
of 4 tens 7 units;6 tens °units;9 tens 3units;l hundred 3 tens 5 
units;3 hundred dollars,4 ten dollars 6 dollars. If the idea of 
group ing is made definite,the formal notation will he easily grasp­
ed.
The formal process of addition and subtraction emphasizes 
the principle already observed,that only like units or groups of 
units err. he thought together. 3 tens 5 units and 4 tens 3
units are 7 tens 8 units. This fret in regard to integers is the 
underlying principle in addition and subtraction of fractions.
in the formal process of multiplication,the pupil should 
have clearly in mind what each symbol in the multiplicand and rani- 
tip lier represents and then think the process of multiplication.
For example, If one barrel of flour weigh 1 n6 p.ounds find the weight 
of 7 barrels. 1^6 pounds is 1 hundred ° tens 6 units. 1 hundred 
° tens 6 units is multiplied by 7. 7 times the six units are 43
units,or 4 tens and 3 units. 7 times 3 tens are 63 tens;63 tens 
and 4 tens are 67 tens,or 6 hundreds and 7 ten%. 7 times the 1 hun­
dred is 7 hundreds; 7 hundreds and 6 hundreds are 13 hundreds,or
2 thousi^di 3 hundreds. The entire weight,then,is one thousand
3 hundreds,7 tens 3 units,or 1373 pounds. Again,if one bar-
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rel o.C flour weigh 1°6 pounds,find the weight of 24 'barrels. The 
first steA In the process is the seine as the preceding problem, 
but two ten times 1<*g pounds gives the weight in the 1C unit grou/, 
instead of the single unit. That result would be 3°P ten founds 
which,combined with 4 times 1°6 founds,or 784 pounds,is the re­
quired weight.
In the frocess of division,the same frincifles af fly. Exara- 
fle, If 4 acres of land cost 358 dollars , wh^t is the cost of one 
acre? It is required to make 353 dollars into 4 equal farts.
l/4 of 3 hundreds is 2 hundreds. . 1 / 4  of 5 tens is 1 ten,and 1 ten 
undivided. The 1 ten and 2 units are still undivided,and these 
thought ogether are 13 units. 13 units divided into 4 equal 
farts gives 3 units. The cost of 1 acre,then,is 3 hundreds 1 ten 
3 'units dollars,or 313 dollars. Again,43 acres of land are sold 
for 1161 dollars;find the cost of one acre. The cost of one acre 
1 thousand 1 hundred 6 tens 1 unit divided by 43. The 1 thousand 
1 hundred 6 tens is 116 tens,which divided by 43 gives 3 tens, 
with 30 tens and 1 unit not divided. 30 tens and 1 unit thought 
together is 301 units,which divided by 43 is 7 units. The cost of 
one cere is found to be 2 tens and 7 units dollars,or 27 dollars. 
The fact that the formal 4rocess is also a thought frocess must not 
be disregarded in any fhase of number work.
If the work in/multiflication and division is clearly seen 
as a ^rocess of measurement,the /rocess in greatest common raeas-
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ure(or divisor )and least common multiple will le easily thought.
The relation of greatest common divisor to simple division can he 
readily shown by a few concrete p rob1eras. Require the pupil to
find what units of measurement greater than one inch will exactly 
measure 11 inches;10 inches; both ten and twelve inches. What u­
nits of measurement will exactly measure if inches and 16 inehes? 
Give the pupil many problems requiring the greatest common measure 
and lead hi" to see that the greatest common measure of two num­
ber sis the product of their common irime factors used in continu- 
/
ous multiplication;and that it always exactly measures the sum 
of the two numbers,their difference,or any number of-times either 
of the numbers.
In the process of finding the greatest common measure,the 
pupil is given the quantities to be measured and is required to 
find the greatest common measure. in least common multiple,he is 
given the units of measurement,and is required to find the least 
quantity that can be exactly measured by each of them. The idea 
of least common multiple should be made clear by concrete prob­
lems. Example,What quantities between 3 inches and 25 inchesj
will a 3 inch measure exactly measure? A 4 inch measure? What 
quantities between 3 inches and 20 inches will either a 3 inch or 
a 4 inch measure exactly measure? The least quantity? Separate 
the multiple and the factors into their prime factors and corap are 
the results. Continue the examples until the pupil sees the fact
■2A
that the least common multiple always contains only the prime fac­
tors of the measuring quantities,no factor being repeated in the 
multiple more times than it occurs in one of the measuring quanti­
ties. .
In his number work so far the pupil has been dealing with 
the integral unit or groups of integral units of measurement,but he 
should see that the units of measurement may be fractional units 
or groups of like fractional units. instead of the one-foot,or 
< three -foot unit of measurement,one-half foot or one third of a 
foot may be used as well. The expression 3/4 of a foot or 7/0
feet is no more mysterious than 3 feet or 7 pounds,esch being 3 
or 7 times their respective units of measurement. The fractional 
notation of three fourths(3 - 4) or(3/4) is in perfect harmony
with the idea.
In the process of simple addition only quantities having 
like units of measurement could be thought together; in fraction­
al addition the units of measurement must be alike and equal. As
•»
a preparation for fractions the pu.ii should be required to think 
1 quart and 1 pint in terms of the smallest unit of measurement. 
Also, 3 feet and 6 inches;3 feet and 4 inches;1 yard and 8 feet. 
Continue this exercise until the process can be easily thought. Re­
think the same in terms of the largest unit of measurement. Ree 
quire the pupil to think 1 ft.and 1 / 4  ft. in terras of the l/4 unit
ii ^  - * — ——  ^  , ..        — . —-  .......................... i... i .■—   -
Two and one half feet in terms of the l/2 ft;5/4 feet in terms of
lft;^/4 ft.in terms of 1 ft. By concrete problems,make clear
the iciae of the fractional unit of measurement and its relation to O
the integral unit.
In simple addition it was seen that only quantities having 
the same unit of measurement could be thought together,so in frac­
tional addit:on the quantities must have the same unit of measure­
ment. l/s ft.and l/4 ft.must be thought in terras of the 1 / 4  ft. in 
order to be thought together. Again,in order to think one half l/s 
yard and l/3 yard into one sum,both quantities must be measured . *
:'v •
by a common unit of measurement. This common unit may be easily 
found by drawing each length ,and indicate the subdivisions,feet 
and inches. The largest common unit of measurement will be discov­
ered and the number of these in the 1 / 2  yard and l/3 yard. The pu- 
qil should be led to see that the largest common unit of measure­
ment of two or more fractions is a fractional unit which has 
for its denominator the least common multiple of the denominators 
of the giben fractions.
In multiplication and division of fractions,the ratio idea
yuiinvolved in all number work becomes explicit. A conscious co^ar- 
icon is made between the fractional unit and the primary unit,i.e. 
the fractional unit and the unit of the fraction. In multiplica­
tion of fractions,the comparison is made between the fractional 
unit of the multiplier and its primary unit; in division of frac-
' •“*
tions,between the fractional unit "of the divisor and its primary 
unit.
The first phase of raultip lication of fractions,?, fraction
by a whole number,;resents no difficulty. Its close relation to
addition of fractions and simple multiplication makes the process
self-evident. The -pip.il will experience no difficulty in seeing
that$3/4 ti^es 3 equal t % .
♦ •
The- second phase,the multiplication of a whole number by a
fraction,should be presented by means of concrete problems in 
which the process involved may be easily thought. For example,
If one yard of cloth cost?60 cents^how much will l/s yard cost? 
l/4 yard?l/S yard? 2/3 yard? 3/4 yard? Three and five siiths 
yards? In each problem the pupil finds the cost of the fraction­
al unit of measurement from its delation,or rat id,to the primary 
unit and multiplies this cost by the number of fractional units 
given.
The method to be followed when both multiplicand and mul­
tiplier are fractional in form involves nothing different from 
the preceding please. In each phase the basis is the relation
of the fractional unit of the multiplier to .its primary unit. The 
p-U; il should be led to see in the problems given the shorter or 
formal process of multiplication of fractions.
Since division id the inverse of multi; lication ,the same 
method applies to division of fractions as to multiplication. In
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dividing a whole number by a fraction, or a fraction by a fraction, 
the thought process is the advance from the given number of fraction­
al units of the divisor to the fractional unit, and thence to the 
primary unit. Example, if 3/4 of a yard of silk cost #6/5 how much 
will one yard cost? since 3/4 of a yard costs |6/5, l/4 of a yard 
will cost 1 / 3  of #6/5, or #2/5 : 4/4 of a yard, or one yard, will 
: cost 4 times #2/5 , or #8/5 . 3y comparing the result with the given 
terms, the formal process of division of fractions will be discovered 
by the pupil.
In ©rder to emphasize the facts already developed and to give 
skill in thinking the fractional process, many miscellaneous prob­
lems should be given involving two or more phases of the work. For 
example, if 3 / 4 of a yard of silk cost #7/8, how much will 5 /6 of a 
yard cost?
Since the Decimal fraction is only a particular kind of common 
fraction, a knowledge of the latter must be the basis for the mastery 
of the former. A Decimal fraction is a fraction which has for its 
fractional unit one-tenth, or .some power of one-tenth; as l/lO, l/lOO, 
7/1000. The new idea in the decimal fraction is its notation. The 
basis for this new idea is the knowledge which the pupil already has 
of the number scale as applied to integers.
The relation between units of successive places in the repre­
sentative scale is seen to be as one to ten. In passing from right 
to left, each successive unit is ten times the value of its preced­
ing unit. Then, in passing from left to right, each successive unit 
is one-tenth of the value of the unit preceding it. According to 
this law of the representative scale, the fraction one-tenth would
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be written by- placing 1 in the first place to the right of units 
place, one-tenth of one-tenth or one-hundredth would be written in
the second place to the right of units place, or the first place to
the right of tenths. Each place is named from its fractional unit.
The notation of decimals is only an extension of the notation iwith 
which the pupil is already familiar. The reading of decimals and in­
tegers follow the same general law. 3 tens and 4 units are read 34 
units; 3 tenths and 4 hundredths are 34 hundredths, in each the sraal 
est unit gives name to the expression.
The operations of addition and subtraction of decimals are
not different from the same operations with integers, but multipli­
cation and division will require special consideration, since deci— 
mal fractions are particular common fractions, the basis for multi­
plication of decimal fractions should be the knowledge which the pu­
pil has of multiplication of common fractions, together with his 
knowledge of decimal notation. Require the pupil to multiply a dec­
imal fraction in common fraction form by an integer; as 27/10 by 5; 
324/100 by 26; 7/1000 by 439, and express the product in each case 
by the decimal notation. Find the relation in each between the 
number of decimal places in the product to the number of ciphers in 
the denominator of the product when expressed in common fraction 
form. Again, let it be required to multiply 36/10 by 4/10; 15/10 
by 48/10; 337/100 by 6/10; 4238/100 by 23/100; 9/1000 by 7/100 and 
express the result in each problem by the decimal notation. Find 
the relation between the number of decimal places in the product to 
the number of ciphers in the denominators of the multiplicand and 
multiplier. State the general truth.
As in multiplication of decimals the basis is multiplication
of common fractionsteo in division of decimals the basis is division 
of common fractions. The law for locating the decimal point in the 
quotient should be developed from division of common fractions simi­
lar to the development of the law for "pointing off" in multiplica­
tion of decimals.
Since the decimal fraction is only a particular common frac­
tion,— a common fraction having a denominator of ten or some power 
of ten— the change from a common to a decimal fraction, or vice ver­
sa, will offer no difficulties. If the denominator of the common 
fraction is not a power of ten, perform such operation on both nu­
merator and denominator as will give a decimal denominator, and writle 
the result by means of the decimal notation. - #
Percentage i s a process of computation involving a particular 
decimal fraction, the hundredth. It is no new mysterious process 
but an old process assuming particular form. If the pupil has mas­
tered decimal notation and the fundamental processes involving dec­
imals, the operations in percentage present nothing new. He finds 
here only new names for old ideas. He is already familiar with the 
terms multiplicand, multiplier and product, but he now finds that, 
the multiplicand, multiplier,and product are called base, rate per 
cent, and percentage respectively, if the multiplier takes the form 
of hundredths. He has already learned that the processes of multi­
plication and division involve three terras, any two of which being 
given, the third may be easily found. In the applications of per­
centage he finds this same fact. His percentage problem gives him 
two factors to find the product, or a product and one factor to find 
the other. If multiplication and division of decimals are mastered, 
the processes of percentage will offer no difficulties. The hardes3
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work in percentage applications is the interpretation of the problem. 
The pupil fails to see in the new terms their old meaning. In Profit 
and loss, commission, Brokerage, Stocks and Bonds, Insurance, Duties, 
and Takes the association of the new terms with their corresponding 
terns in multiplication and division should receive special emphasis.
The element of time gives rise to a special class of percent­
age applications; as, Interest, True and Bank Discount, etc. The 
point to be emphasized in this work is the necessity in certain trans­
actions for this new element, and its influence in computation. If A 
agrees to pay 3 each year six hundredths of the amount of money loaned 
him by B for the use of it, the influence of the time element is read­
ily seen. When the pupil sees this influence, his'work is only a
*repetition of the preceding work in percentage.
The subject of Evolution in arithmetic is doubtless more myster­
ious to the average seventh or eighth grade pupil than any other phase 
of number. This is due, I think, to the fact that it is usually pre­
sented in an isolated and mechanical form, ""he relation is not shown 
to the former processes. Evolution is the inverse of Involution, and 
Involution is a particular continuous multiplication. For example, 
2 x 3 x 5 x 7 i s a  problem in continuous multiplication, or "Composi­
tion, " and 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 i s a  problem in continuous multiplication  ^
using the same multiplier, or Involution. The square, or second power 
of a number is a problem in multiplication in which the multiplicand 
and multiplier are the same number.
Evolution should be given an arithmetical instead of geometri­
cal basis. In order to do this and to show its relation to Involu­
tion, require the pupil to square numbers of one, two, three, four, 
anf^ five places, and compare the number of places in t.be Drn^int. nr» t
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power, to the number of places in the factor. Lead the pupil to find 
the law nd state it. Again, require him to square numbers of two 
places and keep the partial products separated. For example, 34 x 34
=  16*fc 120 -3rl20 -£-900, which is the units squared plus twice the product 
of the tens and units plus the tens squared. The same process may be 
extended to numbers of three or more places or to decimals. After 
the principle is found and formulated the pupil is prepared to view gv 
lution as the inverse process.
Let it be required to find the square root of 7396. The pupil 
has already learned that the square of a number of two terms gives 
three or four places in its square. Since the given number has four 
terras, it must have two places, tens and units, in its square root.
He has also learned that the square of a number consisting of tens and
units is composed of the square of the tens plus twice the product of 
the tens by the units plus the square of the units. Since the square 
of tens is hundreds, the hundreds of the given number contain the 
square of the tens of the root. The hundreds of the number are 73. 
The greatest square in 73 hundreds is 64 hundreds, the sq. root of 
which is 8 tens. 64 hundreds taken from the given number leaves 996. 
This remainder contains a product of which twice the tens of the root 
is one factor, and the units of the root the other. Since tens mul­
tiplied by units give tens, the 99 tens of the remainder must contain 
this product. By dividing 99 tens by 16 tens the supposed units of 
the root are found to be 6.. 16 tens multiplied by six units, taken
from the 996 leaves 36 units for the remaining part of the given num­
ber. But this remainder must contain the square of the units of the 
root. The square of 6 equals 36, which taken from the remaining part 
of the number leaves nothing. The square root of 7396 is found to
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be 86. The method of procedure is the inverse of that for finding 
the second power.
The method for finding the cube root is similar to that for 
square root. Let it be required to find the third power, or cube of 
34. This is found 'ey multiplying the square of 34 by 34. It has 
already been learned that the square of 34 is 317s 2(30
The square multiplied by (30-f- 4) gives as partial products 30' -f 
2 C3U2x4) + (30 x 42 ) +  CSU^x 4) + 2 (30 x 42 )^ 48.
Collecting like terms, the result is 3^-f. 3 (30^ x 4) -y- 3 (30 x 42 )-^  
43. Thus the cube of any number consisting of tens and units may 
be seen to be composed of the cube of the tens plus three times the 
square of the tens multiplied by the units plus three times the tens 
multiplied by the square of the units plus the cube of the units.
By observing the cubes of numbers of one, two, three, four, or 
more places it is seen that the cube of units may consist of one, tt?o, 
or three places; cube of tens, four, five or six; cube of hundreds 
seven, eight, or nine terms; etc.
Example: Find the cube root of 592704.
Since there are six terms in the power, there must be two terras 
in its cube root, tens and units.
The cube of a number consisting of tens and units is composed 
of the cube of the tens plus three times the square of the tens mul­
tiplied by the units plus three times the tens multiplied by the 
square of the units plus the cube of the units. The cube of tens is
thousands, then the thousands of the power must contain the cube of
thousandsthe tens of the root. The greatest cube number of thousands in 592A 
is 512 thousands, the cube root of which is 8 tens. 512 thousands 
taken from the power leaves 80704. This remainder contains a product
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one factor of which is three tines the square of the tens and the 
other the units of the root. 3 tines the square of 8 tens is 192 
hundreds. Since the product of hundreds by units is hundreds, the 
hundreds of the remaining part of the power contain the product of 
192 hundreds by the units of the root. 807 hundreds divided by 192 
hundreds equals 4, the supposed units of the root. 4 tines 192 hun­
dreds taken from 80704 leaves 3904. This remainder contains the pro­
duct of 3 times the tens by the square of the units of the root.
24 tens by 16 =  384 tens. This taken from the remaining part of the 
power leaves 64. This remainder must contain the cube of the units 
of the root. The cube of 4 is 64, which taken from the remaining part
of the power leaves nothing. Thus the cube root of 592704 is found«*
to be 84.
The principle for finding the square root or cube root of a 
number may be extended to higher roots; as, the fourth root or fifth 
root.
In conclusion, the pupil should rethink the number processes 
and see the subject as an organized whole. The synthetic process«of 
Addition, Multiplication, composition, (or Multiples), and Involution 
all have their root in addition. Each process is a particular phase 
of the one just preceding it. The analytic processes of Subtraction, 
Division, Disposition, (or Factoring) and Evolution are related as are 
the synthetic processes. Each phase of the analytic processes finds 
its correlate in the synthetic.
